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GALAXIANS ATTACK] 

It is the year 1981, and Earth radar has detected the presence of Aliens swiftly 
approaching a defenseless planet. Their 0I1g1n is unknown, and their behavior 
patterns a mystery, but Earth must defend itself at all costs. 

Unknown to the general population, the governments of this planet swiftly 
distributed computer defense systems to all Sorcerers. Their distributor, Howard 
Arrington, hopes to save us from these mysterious GALAXIANS. 

As the GALAXIANS set up their formations above the Earth, Sorcerers prepare their 
laser tuuets in anticipation of this moment of glory. Alas, several of these 
despicable aliens commence their descent into the waiting fire of Sorcerer lasers. As 
they disintegrate from the onslaught of Sorcerer vengeance, more GALAXIANS swoop 
down like hawks preparing to kill their prey. 

The Sorcerers swiftly realize, as more GALAXIANS break {ormation to devour their 
guns, that these are not mere INVADERS attacking in monotonous synchrony, but 
highly intelligent creatures from a distant galaxy. Although some of them resemble 
Earth creatures, such as the butterfly and bat, their behavior is more cunning, and 
highly planned. After all, what but such a creature would sacrifice its own life for 
the benefit of its species. After the passage of the initial formation, the Sorcerers 
regretfully realize that the GALAXIANS dive directly into the Earth laser guns so 
that their comrades may continue the onslaught. 

In 1981 the GALAXIANS continue to invade Earth, and the Sorcerers fight on to save 
our dear planet. To date, one Sorcerer, Emiliano, has obtained a score of 15,140 in 
his fight against the GALAXIANS. Have other Sorcerers killed more? 
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ODDS a ENDS - by Ralph LaFlamme. Editor 

Here we are in September alreadyl It certainly has been a fast year. There are 
only two more issues to go before the end of this volume. 

With the end of the year fast approaching. there will again be a membership form 
included beginning with the next issue. This will cover membership for the 1982 
calendar year. 

It happened againl It required 24 pages to handle all the columns and ads. and 
some still had to be left outl The Newsletter just keeps growin' along. 

I've enjoyed 'toying' with the format of each issue. Beginning with the next issue. 
there will be quite a change of format. Graphic arts equipment and supplies have 
been purchased to improve the layout. It means more work for yours truly. but I 
think the reaul ts will be worth it. 

In conjunction with this change of format. I must announce that all articles and 
advertisements MUST be received two wccka earlier than announced in UIUC 3.2. 
This 1Deans that it is already too late for issue 3.7 submissions. The deadline for 
issue 3.8 is now October !Sth. Please get them in early. 

The planning of content and format for the next volume is now underway. You 
have now had a chance to assess six issues from the present volume. Please let me 
know what changes or additions you would like to see made. In order to be 
responsive to your needs and interests, I need your input. 

With the next issue, Jonathan Burnett will start a new Development Pac column. 
Welcome aboard Jonathanl 

On page 69 of issue 3.4, Bryan Lewis stated that you would need to use PIP ••• to ('(;\ 
copy a disk since DIS KCOPY would not work with the Micropolis modification which \2; 
shuts down the drives when they are not being accessed. I have found the following 
procedure allows this progr am to be used: 

Call up the DISKCOPY program then put the disk to be copied (source disk) in 
drive A and the destination disk in drive B. Now when you get the prompt, "Are 
you readr.?", type Y <CR> quickly before the drive shuts down otherwise the 
system will respond with a "Drive not up error on source diskette". If you miss 
it the first time, enter Y <CR> again when you get the "More?" prompt. 
NOTE: The SHIFT LOCK key maat be down for this to work. 

As you read through this issue. you will note that we have some new advertisers (and 
more coming in the next issue). We have had many requests to carry more 
advertisements. Besides keeping you abreast of products currently available for the 
Sorcerer. advertising also helps us defray the very sizeable expenses incurred in 
getting this Newsletter to you. If you are aware of any vendors of Sorcerer 
products who don't presently advertise in this Newsletter. please send me their names. 
We would ask that you support our advertisers and mention that you saw their ad in 
this Newsletter. If you have an unreasonable amount of difficulty with an 
advertiser, please let us know that also. 

================================================================= 

NOTE: The Sorcerer's Apprentice reserves the right to edit or reject any article. or 
part thereof, submitted for publication. Although the Sorcerer's Apprentice strives for 
accuracy, there are not the resources available to check the accuracy of articles 
submitted for publication. The opinions expressed by each author is their own and t()\ 
is not necessarily that of the Sorcerer's Apprentice. \.:.:J 

• 

.. 
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HARDWARE NOTES - by Russell Frew, Hardware Editor 

On 11 Oct 1980 the FCC adopted new regulations to restrict or reduce the 
interference produced by certain electrical devices to include all "new" home 
computers. If your Sorcerer is in the same room as your TV, interference is 
probably not news to you. The continual hashing of your TV, particularly between 
the VHF channels 2-5, is due to RF interference (RFI) created by the high speed 
switching of the logic and the Electromagnetic interference (EMI) that is coupled 
with it. 

Compared to most computers on which I've seen test data, the Sorcerer is a very 
quiet computer. Exidy was careful in their design to install a single network 
EMI/RFI filter on the power line to reduce interference coming into the computer 
which might cause transient malfuntions. At that time no one was worried about 
what went out of the computer. Fortunately, the single network filter does provide 
some protection back down the power line but that is not really the direction it 
was designed to work in. The FCC Level B standard for home computer emissions 
holds interference levels below 250 microvolts. That may not sound like much but 
when compared to the energy of a typical TV signal at your antenna, microvolts 
can get pretty significant. 

Identifying the problem was fairly easy. The fix, if you are plagued by 
interference, may not be quite as easy. The first thing to do is separate your 
Sorcerer and your TV. Keep antenna lead-in wires away from your computer. 
Interference is a function of distance just like any other RF signal. Next, if 
possible, keep your TV and computer on different house circuits. Don't let your 
house wiring carry EMI directly to your TV. If isolation, both physical and 
electric al, don't do the job, you have only two real options left, shielding or 
additional filtering. 

If the problem seems to be power line oriented and you can't isolate the TV power 
line from the computer, consider a dual network EMI filter. These are designed to 
stop EMI in both directions on the power line. On the other hand, if your problem 
looks like an RF problem, shielding is the only answer. 

Try getting as much grounded metal around the computer as possible. The 
shielding of the antenna lead-in wire should be carefully reviewed. There is even a 
new cloth on the market called Thorstrand that is made especially for EMI 
attenuation. You may be able to artistically drape this around· your computer, for 
up to 60 dB of attenuation, while pleasing your wife at the same time. 

For a free catalog of EMI filters contact Stanford Applied Engineering at (408) 
988-0700. For further information on Thorstrand, call Hexcel at (415) 828-4200. 

(This topic is covered in more detail in Steve Ciarcia's article ElectIomagnetic 
Interference on page 48 of the January 1981 issue of BYTE. - RL) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TIlE WORD PROCESSOR SORT 

At last a speedy Z-80 sort routine that integrates with the Exidy Word Processor 
Pac as a new command. Menu driven, extremely flexible, allowing multiline records 
in many formats. Sorts on any word in the record. Turns the Word Processor into 
the easiest-to-use m ailing list and data base system available to Exidy users. 
Specify memory size, cassette or disk. Supplied on cassette for both. If ordering 
for disk use, specify where you locate you DOS and cold boot programs so that we 
may supply a version which does not conflict. $47.50 with instructions. 

ROGER HAGAN ASSOCIATES 
THE DECISION EDIT 
1019 Belmont Place E. 

Seattle, WA 98102 

===========================================================:==========:=::=== 
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56K MODIFICATION FOR THE SORCERER I AND II - by Ed Mentzer 

PURPOSE: To allow the user to have 56K of RAM memory and the Micropolis disk 
controller at FCOO hex (user graphics RAM area). 

The Sorcerer has a signal called UPSK to keep the user out of the top SK of 
address space (EOOO -FFFF hex). This modification allows the Micropolis disk 
controller to be placed at FCOO hex. One chip was added to further decode the UPSK 
signal from FCOO-FFFF hex. A switch was added to allow normal graphics or disk 
operation. A debounce circuit, the 470 ohm resistor and 1 uF cap, was added so that 
the switch could be oper ated without affecting progr am operation. 

In the Sorcerer I (32K), the chip was put into a socket and stuck up-side-down to 
the board with double sided foam tape and wired to the points as shown in the 
schematic. The ROM Pac holder must be removed to get at the pins of IC 3E. The 
inverter at 1A was a spare prior to this modification. Do not forget to connect 
VCC and GND to the 74LSll. 

In the Sorcerer II (4SK), the chip was added to the spare IC at location 12A. I 
put p)n 1 of the 74LSll to pin 1 of the spare space and then jumped pin 7 of the 
74LSll to pin S of the spare space. This will put VCC and GND on the proper 
pins of the 74LSll 

To check the modification, put the switch in the NORM position and make sure the 
Sorcerer works the same as before doing the mod. Be sure to check the user graphics. 

To check the disk, you will have to change the boot address of the Micropolis 
controller to FCOO. If your old boot address was BCOO, remove all address straps 
at W-1 thru W-4 and reconnect pins 2 and 4 on 8D of the controller. The boot 
address will now be FCOO hex. Put the switch into the disk position and type a GO 
FCOO. The disk should now boot. 

You can still use the ROM PACs with this modification, but then you will only have f/ : 
4SK of RAM for user programs. If you have RAM in the S-100 expansion unit from i1.., 
COOO to DFFF hex (the Pac area), it will be disabled when you pluf a Pac into the 
Sorcerer. When using any of the PACs, you must use a 47K or smal er CP/M system 
to allow for the PAC stack area. If you have Mentzer Electronics CP 1M 2.2, you 
can generate a 4SK or 56K system without the PAC in. If you have Exidy or 
Lifeboat 1.4 CP 1M, you must stay at least 1K below maximun memory. 

Some programs, such as Spellbinder and the WP Pac, use the user graphics area only 
when booting. To load these programs, boot the system, set the switch to normal, 
hit the reset keys, set the switch back to disk, and use the Exidy Monitor to: GO 
100. 

Exidy BASIC programs such as games can be saved on the CP 1M disks using the 
following routine: 

ExW,. and Miaopolia CP/M to ExW,. BASIC Pac 

TO SAVE AN EXIDY BASIC PROGRAM ON DISK: 

1. Place BASIC Pac in Sorcerer. 
2. Power up Computer. 
3. Type BYE <CR>. This will put you into the Exidy Monitor. 
4. Type GO to the CP 1M boot address. - e.g. GO BCOO. 
5. Press both RESET buttons on the Exidy. This will return you to the BASIC Pac. 
6. Type CLOAD to load your BASIC program from tape. Do NOT run the program. 
7. Type BYE <CR>. Again this will return you to the Monitor. 
S. Type GO o. This is the warm boot address for CP 1M. You will get the CP 1M 

prompt >A. 
9. Type SAVE XX PROGRAM.COM where XX is the number of 256 BYTE blocks that 

the program occupies and PROGRAM. COM is the Progr am Name plus the CP 1M CC 
.COM. You can get the number of 256 Byte blocks from the Exidy Tape File 
Header. This will save your progr am on the disk. 

(continued on next page) 
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(56K MOD continued) 

TO LOAD A PROGRAM FROM DISK: 

1. Put the BASIC Pac in the computer. 
2. Turn on the computer. 
3. Type BYE <CR> to enter the Monitor. 
4. Type GO to the CP/M Boot address. 
5. In response to the CP/M prompt >A, type the PROGRAM name without the 

.COM. This will load your BASIC Program into the Computer. The Computer 
will respond with "READY". Now type RUN. This' should LOAD and RUN 
your program. 

In Figures 1 and 2 below, X=74LSU IC, VCC+5V goes to PIN 14, and GND goes to 
PIN 7. 
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Figme 1. Sorc er er I (32 K) m odific at ion. 

In the Sorcerer I modification, Figure I, *MREQ should be anded with UPsK to 
eliminate S-100 problems. See Exidy Techinical Note #2 for further details. Cut 
the trace as shown by the X above. This is the same trace cut as shown in Tech 
Note #2. NOTE: Do NOT do the Tech Note #2 modification if you are going to do 
this 56K modification. Use a dipped Tantalum cap for the debounce circuit. 
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Figure 2. Sorc erer II (4SK) modification. 

For the Sorcerer II modification, Figure 2, cut the trace between IC lOA pins 3 
and 4 on the backside of the PC board. All jumpers can also be placed on the 
backside. You will find PIN 3 of lOA goes to PIN 8 of HC. Connect the 
modification to PIN 4 of lOA. The inverter at 19A PINS 3 and 4 are spare prior 
to this mod. 
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APPRENTICE PORT - by Don Gottwald, President 

The last Apprentice Port column served more as a reference than as a beginner's 
corner. It brought together all the approved cassette interface modifications. In 
this issue, I will cover some of the basics of the Sorcerer's power -on -Monitor, hex 
numbers and some simple machine language basics. 

When rou first power up the machine (without a RomPac), a message appears in the 
upper eft corner of the screen. This message identifies the current version of the 
Monitor program, the top of RAM, and the beginning of the stack. 

The top of RAM tells you how much memory you have available in your Sorcerer. 
For a 16K machine this is 3FFF hex, 7FFF for a 32k unit, and BFFF for 48k. The 
stack is a small 256 byte scratchpad memory reserved for temporary data storage, 
subroutine calls, and interrupts. The stack is accessed via the PUSH and POP 
instructions of the Z-80 code. More about that another time. 

The symbol I>', also called a prompt, is printed on the screen whenever you are in 
the power-on-Monitor mode. This means the computer is ready to accept your 
instructions. Only capital letters are accepted by the Monitor program. 

Each memory location in your computer has a specific address. Anyone of these 
adresses can be accessed and the contents examined with the "DU" command. This 
is short for "dump memory". Of course you have to tell the computer which memory 
location you want to dump. For ex ample, if you type "DU 0", the contents of 
memory location zero is displayed. If you want to ex amine more than one location, 
then you have to give the starting location and the ending location. For ex ample, 
"DU 0 100", will display all memory locations between zero and one-hundred hex 
(0 to 255 decimal). Each line of a dump has up to sixteen memory locations 
displayed. The first address is printed directly below the "ADDR" heading. For ([ ~ 
example, if you enter "DU 0 F" the following will be displayed: ~, 

AIDR 0123456789 A BCD E F 

0000: C3 03 B6 01 00 C3 06 A9 FF 00 FF 00 FF 00 FF 00 
_____ I I 1 

This is location 0, this location 1, and this location F (15 decimal, the sixteenth 
location, since zero is the first address). The next line would start with location 
0010 (16 decimal). 

To enter a machine language program, the ENTER command "EN" is used. (The 
Monitor program recognizes only the first two characters of any command). Each 
memory location can store up to two hex adecimal digits from 0 to FF (0 to 255 
decimal). A hex to binary interpreter is built into the Monitor program to make it 
easier to enter programs and/or data. Hex adecimal digits were chosen because you 
only need two of them, versus three for decimal and eight for binary. You can 
enter at any location, by specifying the entry address. For example, if you wanted 
to change the current contents of memory location 0 from C3 to C9, you would 
enter: EN O. The computer responds with: 0000:. You can then enter "C9 /". 
(The slash "/" terminates the enter mode.) If you now "DU 0", you should see a 
C9 instead of a C3 in memory location o. Try itl 

You can enter a whole block of data as long as you separate each entry by a space 
(delimiter). When you hit a carriage return while entering a block of data, the 
Sorcerer will print the next address on the next line and you can continue to enter 
data until you are finished. Be sure to terminate the ENter mode with a slash. 

There are some excellent texts available to learn machine language programming. A 
very good aid for the beginning programmer is the Machine Code Tutorial program 
offered by Arrington Software Service. This progr am is specifically designed for the 
Sorcerer owner. 

In the next issue I will present some examples of machine language programming 
techniques. 
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THE WORD PROCESSING CORNER #15 - by Steven Guralnick 

First off, I want to mention that I will depart from the usual material in the next 
few columns after this one. We have come onto some excellent application software 
which we run regularly with SPELLBINDER and I will share it with you. 

For the moment, back to printing. Last article, I listed the Y -table entries. This 
is what you do with them. 

PRINT DEVICE This setting is determined by what kind of print device you are 
using. If it is a list device, then set this entry for 1. If it is a precision printer, 
such as a Diablo, then set at O. This will enable the system to do such neat things 
as shadow printing, subscripts, etc. 

PRINT ROUTINE You have a choice here: line oriented printing or character 
oriented. The tutorial manual which comes with SPELLBINDER sets out a good 
exposition on what each routine means. For this discussion, I would say to set this 
at 1 for character oriented and leave it there. 

LINES/pAGE This setting will determine how many lines will be printed on a page, 
including the line feeds between the lines. So, if you set it at 44 and you have 
double spacing, then you will get 22 printed lines. 

eRa PAGE END If you are running continuous print and want to insert spaces 
between the bottom of the text and top of the next page, you insert the number of 
feeds here. If you want the paper to form feed, then set this entry to 255. 

CONTINUOUS PRINT A setting here of 1 will cause the print to be continuous, 
which YQU want with continuous feed paper. Otherwise, a setting of 0 will cause the 
program to stop the printing at the end of the page (and at the end of any page 
bottom feeds you instructed as per the previous setting). 

INDENT-10tha Here, you should set the amount of space to the left of the text 
you wish. It is done in tenths of an inch so a setting of 10 would be 10/10ths of 
an inch = one inch, and so forth. 

CRs PER LINE Set this to the number of feeds you wish between the lines; 1 for 
single space, 2 for double spacing, and so forth. This setting does not determine 
the size of the feed which is set separately by the entry LF SIZE-48/llN. 

RIGHT JUSTIFY If you wish right justification, set this entry to 1. Otherwise, 
leave it at o. Justification will not be with precision spacing, however, unless you 
are using the precision routines. 

Steven Gural nick, 375 South Mayfair Ave., # 205, Daly City, CA 94015 

============================================================================== 
ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS 

JSATS-Displays configurations of Jupiter's satellites for any date and time or series 
of dates and times, N or S at top. _10 

ECLlP-Gives date and magnitude of next umbral eclipse of Moon, starting any year 
and continuing for as long as requested. _5 

PLTTN-Ask for any planet or Sun on any date and program selects and displays a 
star map and plots planet plus any others and Moon if in same region. 
With or without RA and Dec grid, and plots a series for selected time 
intervals. Identifies stars. Indicates phase of Moon. _20 

RAnEC-Gives RA and DEC for planets, any date. _15 RADCM for Moon. $10 
SKYPN -Plots stars, planets, Sun, and Moon visible above horizon at any time and 

date in Northern or Southern Hemisrhere to 85 deg. lat. _25 
BOOK of listings of 20 asttonomica programs with photos of screen displays 
$25 plus ~ 3.50 postage and handling (_7 overseas). 

(Available for Astrologers too. A self-addressed envelope for details) 
Eric Burgess FRAS, 13361 Frati Lane, Sebastopol, CA 94572 (707) 874-2352 

============================================================================== 
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4TH TIP - by Timothy Huang 

Prior to 1980, I knew only two languages, FORTRAN and BASIC, with a Htde Z-80 
Assembly thrown in. I couldn't ,"ustify the cost of FORTRAN, quickly outgrew the 
RomPac BASIC, and ran out of ingers to keep track of what was in which register 
for Z-80 assembly. In addition, my attempts to decipher the Development Pac 
manual proved futile. I never could get that darn thing to work! Dissatisfied 
with these alternatives, I began looking for a language that would serve my needs 
(and not vice versa). 

At about this time, Pascal began emerging as a very promising language. 
Unfortunately, th~ P-code compiler required 48K of RAM, forcing me to choose 
between my 32K Sorcerer or the Pascal. I chose to keep my Sorcerer! Then in 
the Feb. 1980 issue of the Amcdcan Laboratory, I spotted an article which 
attracted my curiosity. This article by R.E. Dessy and M.K. Starling was entided 
Thc Fourth Generation LanguaBc and spoke of a new type of language. However, 
it was not until the August 1980 issue of BYTE that my interest in this new 
language was rcally aroused. 

The issue, primarily devoted to articles on FORTH, convinced me of the superiority 
of this language. I read and re-read each article. N ever before had I been so 
absorbed by a language issue of this magazine! This interest prompted me to 
purchase a Quality Software tape of their so called Z-80 version of FORTH. What 
a disapp oint m ent! 

This proved a bad experience, not so much because of the language but because of 
the way it was implemented. At the time, I had one drive running with CP/M so 
the tape version proved intolerably slow. At that time, no real manual was 
supplied with this program so, conversion to disk was impossible (there is a manual 
now, but ... ). I was told by Quality Software that their version was converted from 
fig-FORTH 1.1 which is a CP/M 8080 FORTH (not a Z-80 FORTH). If you want [; 
to run it under aIM they expect you to convert it back again! 

Undaunted, I got hold of the fig I_tallation Maoual and 8080 ListinB and keyed in 
the whole thing myself, all 60K of Assembly listings! I then compared the fig and 
Quality Software versions. They are about 99% identical. The only difference was 
the Sorcerer's I/O and Screen Editor. 

Some annoying realities soon became evident about this set up. The prim ary 
problem revolved around an incompatibility between CP/M files and the FORTH 
screens. Unfortunately, this implementation of FORTH generates screens which 
cannot be recognized by CP/M. More specifically: 

1) Screens 0-5 have the tendency to wipe out a/Mis system tracks. Since I had 
only one drive, I had to boot up FORTH with one disk and change disks 
immediately to save or recall screens. To go back to the CP/M operating 
system required still another disk change. 

2) The screen disk can have many screens on it yet the CP/M directory won't 
r ecogniz e nor report them in a DI R com m andl All it shows is a blank disk. 

Despite minor lIIltations with the fig-8080-FORTH, I am by no means putting it 
down. It is a bargain at ~10 and the FORTH Interest Group is to be applauded 
for their efforts. 

Eventually, I learned of an implementation of a true Z-80 FORTH for CP/M 2.x or 
MP/M 1.x. It is by Ray Duncan of Laboratory Microsystems and sells for only ~50, 
a nickel more than the QS tape versionl This version not only solves the 
previously mentioned problems, but it also utilizes the expanded registers in the Z-
80 CPU (i.e. IX and IY which are not in the 8080). Mr. Duncan also provided CC 
more than 100 screens of examples including games (Life, Breakforth, Tower of 
Hanoi, etc.), utilities (trig look-up table, string, Case, Screen Editor, console 
controls, etc.), 79-standard, and Z-80 Assembler. I highly recomm end this version 
to anyone with a serious interest in FORTH. 

(continued on next page) 
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(4TH TIP continued) 

As m etioned in the last issue, FORTH users do not find m any tutorial books to 
guide them in this gem of a language. I consider this to be a blessing lather than 
a inconvenience, however. This forces one to learn all the basics from sClatch. It 
also requites you to do a lot of placticing to learn to apply the relevant principles. 
I don't consider myself more intelligent than others, and English is not my mother 
tongue, but I have still managed to wrestle an understanding from the literature. 
If I can do it, so can youl 

In the next issue I'll cover the editor and even attempt to show you how to extend 
the editor into a word-processor I Until then, may FORTH be with you. 

PASCAL PORT - by Daniel Conde 

This tim e, I would like to discuss the usage of Pascal sets. Sets, as you might 
expect, are quite similar to the sets you might have learned in school days with 
braces {} used for notation. Pascal sets are quite similar in concept. They are 
bags used to contain only one type of item. Although you may stuff more than 
one of each item into the bag, you could only tell whether that item is in or not, 
that is, you have no idea of quantity. SETS go hand in hand with Pascal's declared 
TYPES. Here's an example: 

TYPE 
SUPPORT = ( SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS, TELEPHONE, ADS, DEALERS ), 
COMP ANY = SET OF SUPPORT; 

VAR 
EXIDY, IBM: COMPANY; 

Here I defined a TYPE SUPPORT as a scalar type defined by the contents I 
specified, and also the TYPE COMPANY being defined by the SET SUPPORT. I will 
know of the EXISTENCE of various kinds of support given by each company 
variable, but not of its quantity. Finally, I just dreamt up two company names. 
Call them say, EXIDY and IBM. 

Let's say that you are a consultant and want to keep tabs on whether or not a 
certain type of support is given by each company. Now, in the beginning of your 
program, let us initialize each company to an empty set, even though we know that 
they are empty. [Initialized to empty by the compiler, that is ••• ] Now, you could 
add support to the companies as news comes in. 

IBM := IBM + [ DEALERS]; (. AHH •• IBM now has DEALERS ••• ·) 

There, the bracket notation is used to create a set constant. You could perform 
logic al comparisons too, such as: 

IF EXIDY = [ ] then USUAL :=TR UEj 

Intersections are checked for, using '*' as the 'n' usually used. 

IF (EXIDY • IBM)= [ ] THEN EXPECTED := TR UEj 

Existence of certain items are possible by the keyword, "IN": 

IF SOFTWARE IN EXIDY THEN FAINT := TR UE ; 

Other operators are "+" for UNION (U), ">=" for CONTAINS (2), "<=" for IS 
CONTAINED BY (~). 

NEW FOR ALL: 

The famous Software Tools book, written by Kernighan and Plaugher, a book full of 
source code for m any tools similar to those found on a UNIX system and helpful to 
all software hackers, has now been re-written in Pascal. The code may not be 
direcdy transferable to most systems, but the algorithms and designs are rock solid. 
A must. 
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Disk Note. - by Bryan Lewis, CP/M Editor 

This month I'll discuss version 2.2 of a/Me The differences between it and version (Q) 
1.4 are not -obvious, and I've frequently heard questions about whether it's worth 
the money to upgrade from 1.4. The answer is: probably not, at least for us 
Sorcerer users who don't get into things like hard disks or mixed brands of floppy 
drives on the same system. On the other hand, if you don't yet have CP/M, do try 
to get version 2.2; it does all 1.4 does plus some more luxury features, for little 
extra money. Or, if and when you do buy a hard disk Qike the modified Morrow 
drive that Eddy is supposed to come out with), you'll get CP/M 2.2 anyway. 

As I just hinted, the big difference in 2.2 is the handling of nonstandard disk 
drives. The disk operations are table-driven: the BIOS section of code contains 
tables which specify the number of bytes per sector, number of sectors, and 
maximum disk capacity. Multiple tables are allowed, so you can specify drive A: 
to be an 8-inch single-density floppy, and drive B: to be a hard disk. Another 
example: the Micropolis version offered by Mentzer Electronics can handle Mod I 
and Mod II drives together. I can't get myself too excited about this feature, 
though. I don't think it's possible to mix Micropolis drives with 8-inch drives 
(which would be useful to Sorcerer owners) because the incompatibilities between 
those drive types are more fundamental than just sector size. 

Another big difference in the new version is in file handling. Version 1.4 could not 
handle a single file larger than 256 kilobytes. That restriction arose from the 
allowance for 16 file extents, times 16K per extent. The new version allows 512 
extents, resulting in a maximum file size of 8 megabytes. Again, not a significant 
advantage if the physical capacity of your floppy is only 200 to 300K. File 
handling is improved also by the provision of random access: any record in an 8 
MB file can be individually retrieved. Application programs, especially data base 
managers, will probably start to use that in the future, but so far there aren't 
many programs that require version 2ox. (Z80 Forth by Laboratory Microsystems 
does require it; it uses random access files for storage of Forth screens.) 

For the typical floppy-based system, there are several minor improvements: 

(1) Character deletion is fixed: keying in CTRL-H will delete the previous 
character from your input and erase it from the screen. No more echoing of the 
deletion} which was version 1.4's hold-over from the dars of the hard-copy 
terminal. If you don't like the idea of pressing CTRL-H, It's relatively easy to 
convert some other key (like RUB) by modifying the CONIN section of the BIOS. 
(Although it was possible to modify version 1.4 to erase deleted characters, the fix 
didn't handle multi-space characters well, like tabs and controls.) 

(2) Another nicety on the video screen is the way input lines are cancelled. 
CTRL-X now erases the entire line, leaving you back at the A> prompt to start 
over. Or you can use CfRL-U, which leaves the old line on the screen (as did 
version 1.4), but places the new cursor directly under the old starting point (i.e., 
two spaces from the left margin). 

(3) The DIR command is improved. Four columns across, rather than a single 
column too long for the screen. 

(4) A new built-in command is USER. When you boot CP/M, you are considered 
to be user O. But if you enter USER 1 (or any number up to 15), you get a 
logically distinct directory. Your files can not be easily read or changed by other 
users. This feature was added, I suspect, for compatibility with the multi-user 
system MP/M. But even a single-user system might use this, as a way to separate 
different groups of files or non-simultaneous users. 

Caution: each time a file is saved under a new user number, it occupies the same 
amount of disk space all over again. To get around this, you can use the load- f'"r' 
without-running and run-without-Ioading tricks I described in issue 3.4. Let's say ~ 
you're user 1 and you want to run MBASIC.COM (stored under user O's directory) 
without having to recopy the whole thing: 

(continued on next page) 
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Get the file from user O's directory. 

(DISK NOTES continued) 

A>USER 0 
A>MBASIC .... A Load it without running it (or let it run and then exit 

if you prefer). 
A>USER 1 

A>AGAIN 

Return to your own world. MBASIC.COM 
is still in RAM, remember. 

Execute, with the null file AGAIN.COM. 

(5) Two new file "attributes" are provided. A file can be designated as read-only 
to protect it from accidental modification or erasure. That's done by the 
command: 

A>STAT FILENAME.TYP _RIO 

Or a file can be designated as a system file, which simply means it won't show up 
in a directory listing. This reduces the clutter from common utilities like PIP, 
STAT, and ED. The STAT command takes care of that, too, with _SYS. 

These attributes are coded into the file's directory entry by setting the high bit 
(bit 7) in the file type. A RIO file has the high bit set on the fust char acter of 
the file type. A SYS file has the a high bit on the second letter of TYP. 
Knowing this, you may be able to change file attributes from your application 
programs. 

(6) ST AT.COM and PIP.COM have been enhanced in order to handle the new file 
attributes. As just discussed, STAT sets the attributes. It will also give a 
directory listing which shows file sizes and attributes. (Although both STAT and 
DIR will now give improved directory listings, I still prefet the XD.COM ptogram 
from the CPIM user's gtOUp volumes, because it alphabetizes. Maybe someone will 
tevise XD to ignore SYS files and to indicate RIO files.) 

The new PIP has options for over-writing RIO files, for copying SYS files, and fot 
transfeuing files between user numbers. 

(7) When a "Delete File" comm and is sent to CP 1M (via BOOS function 19), an 
enot code is now teturned if the file doesn't exist. The new ERA command takes 
advantage of this by teporting "NO FILE" if you ask to erase a nonexistent one. 
This is helpful; in version 1.4, you got no message. Unfot tun at ely, most application 
programs (Spellbindet, MBASIC) still do not use this feature. 

The temaining fout items in my list apply only to the Miuopolis veuion as sold by 
Mentzet Electronics, as far as I know. (Othet veuions I've heard of fot the 
Sotceter are Tarbell and Discus.) 

(8) The new CP/M handles non-ready drives well. If you forgot to depress the 
loading lever on the drive, the operating sf.stem will wait fotever. When you 
finally conect the ptoblem, the operation will tesume normally. Micropolis drives 
that stop the disk rotation duting non-use petiods ate also handled conectiy. 

Bad sector enors ate more fotgiving now. I saw one during a write opetation in 
Spellinder, that returned conttol to the ptogram; a warm boot didn't automatically 
OCCUt as it used to. 

(9) The memory used by the new Micropolis CP/M is the same as that used by 
Exidy's veuion 1.4. The Monitor Work Area is preserved as it should be. 

(10) If you have a file named INITIAL.COM on the disk when you cold boot, it 
will be executed automatically, even before the sign-on message appeau. In 
addition you can still perfotm the old trick of having a command executed after 
the boot is complete, by poking it into the sysg en im age. 

(11) A final frill in the Miuopolis version is auto-searching fot COM files. If 
you're logged into a drive other than A: and attempt to execute a COM file that's 
not thete, the system will try to find it on A:. Thus you can easily keep all YOUt 
utilities on A: only, and operate from B:. 
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Now anv Sorcerer can be easily expanded to 46K, 48K, or S6K using our new 16K MeMory expansion boards. Increasing 
"eAOrv fro" 32K to S6K in the 32K Sorcerers requires two boards. The boards fit nicely inside the Sorcerer, and provide 
the safest and least expensive way to upgrade your Sorcerer. This product is offered as either the board only, or the 
board asseAbled, or everything installed in your Sorcerer bV us. Installation by us is warranteed for 90 days. 

Boord ONLY -- You will need to buy elsewhere the 4116 MeMory ($20.00), and about $10 in parts such as sockets froA a 
Radio Shock store. Asse"blv and installation tiAe is around 90 Minutes. Step by step instructions are provided. 1 
Boord asseAbled -- You buy the AeAorV, and solder a few wires to install the board. Installation tiMe is 40 Minutes. 1 
Boord installed -- We provide all ports and labor. Ship your Sorcerer to us in working condition. Shipping each way 
will toke a week, which will get pour Sorcerer bock to you in three weeks. 

=============================================================== 

CIRCUS is another great gaAe bp Hartin Sevior, the author of Invaders and Galaxians. A clown JUMpS off a platforA onto 
a traMpoline which you Aove back and forth. The clown bounces high to pop balloons that Move across the top of the 
screen. He then falls bock to the traApoline that vou were supposed to Aove underneath hiA. If VOU Aisjudge the 
placeMent of the traApoline the clown splats on the ground, and another clown JUMps froA the platforA. Each gaAe lasts 
until three clowns have Aet with ill fortune. Scoring is according to how Aanv balloons were popped, plus a few bonus 
situations. The gaAe is COMplete with sound, keyboard or joystick control. Sevior's graphics are always excellent. 

=============================================================== 

MILITARY ENCOUNTER is the popular board gaAe of Stratego. The excellent graphic representations of the bOAbs, spy, 
flag, colonel, sergeants, etc. will create envy in your Apple friends. You and the Sorcerer advance your pieces until 
on encounter occurs, wherein the stronger piece reAoves the weaker. To win, pou Aust capture the opponent's flag. The 
gaAe requires strategy and bluff as the strength of pour opponent's piece is not known until the encounter. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATABASE SYSTEM II now saves and loads its data files on both cassette and anv CP/M disk. The software is distributed 
on cassett" loaded with the Honitor }LO cOAAand, and placed on disk with )SAUE 26 DATABASE.COH. This is a powerful 
database prograA and an exceptional value. We are proud to have this as our first CP/H product. 

=============================================================== 

WILLIAM TELL OUERTURE (The Lene Ranger theAe) song file for the Husic Svsteft is superb. BuV any two song files for $10. 

=============================================================== 

ATT~NTION AUTHORS -- We seek excellent prograAs to AOrket worldwide. Our rovalties are generous) and our interest in 
having satisfied custOfters is keen. We invite pou to join with Arrington Software Service and its distributors to bring 
your product into the ftarketplace. SubAit prograAs for evaluation at 300 baud along with docuAentation. 

=============================================================== 

[ ] MEMOI~Y BOARD ONLY $ j.9.95 [] eire: U~;; $17.95 MGSJ 
[ ] BOARD ASSEMBLED $ 44. 1i>5 [] Militt.H'Y Encounter ~~:t5. 95 BMG 

CC [] ONE BOARD INSTALLED ~; 99.95 [ ] DIl t I.lb I] !:;~~ E) y ~:; II ~1;?9. 9~i MU 
[ ] TWO BOARDS INSTAL.LED $169.95 [ ] W.ill.lI1M Tell ~I; ~:') . 0 (l .. r" 
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9522 LINSTOCK, BOISE, IDAHO 83784 

FINLANDIA & FANTASIA - Renditions of Jean Sibelius's FINLANDIA and WH. Byrd 's FANTASIA. Music systeA song files. 
BACH - Exceptional re"dition of Bach's "Jesu, JoV Of Han ' s Desiring- and "ODE TO JOyD. Husic svsteM song files. 
BOOGIE & ELEANOR RIGBY - Very livel, with walking boss ports. Really has a dance rhythM and lots of boss notes. 
THE STING & MAPLE LEAF RAG - Scott Joplin's all-tiMe favorites are vividl, olive and exceptionall, well done for Rusic. 
MUSIC SYSTEM - Our finest piece of software with 4 port harRon" hardware and exceptional editor using graphics. 
PIANO PLAYER - Graphical aniMation of a piano player plaping pour Music SpsteM songs. 4 cursors bounce on keps plaped. 
OTHELLO - Challenging Rachine language algorithM and speed Make this fun to plop against COMputer or friend. 
DISASSEMBLER - Creates Rachine language source code on CRT, printer or tape which is fullp DEVELOP MEt IT PAC cOApatible. 
QUBIC - Mp best artificial intelligence prograM. Practicallp unbeatable as pou trp to get 4 in a row on 3-D grid. 
QUICK EDIT - SiMple screen editing for rapid creation of graphical displays, text and data files. 
EDITOR FOR BASIC - COMplete editor , easp to use , has revive , renuMber , insert , delete 1 and tob features. 
SUP~R-X EDITOR - SiMilar to EDITOR FOR BASIC, with additional features: string search, block delete & list, Kerge, 

COMpact prograR, block renUMbering, RUN/STOP listing pause, execute Monitor COMMands frOM Basic Aode. 
CROSS REFERENCE - CORplete listing of variables and the line nUMbers where used. Also references all GOTO, GOSUB, etc. 
GRAPHICS PACKAG~ I - Resolution of 128x98. Fantastic deMonstration includes screen Motion, X-Y-Z plotting, bar charts, 

Circles, and stars. Figures can occup, the entire screen if desired. Fast and eas, to access routines. 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE II - Resolution of 512x248 using X & Y coordinates. Includes superb deMonstration. Figures are liAited 

to 128 unique graphic cells. Both Graphics I and II include point and line drawing features in Rachine code. 
ARTILLERY - Requires GRAPHICS PACKAGE I. Pla,ers fire connon balls at each others castles until one lands a direct hit. 
SPAC~ INVADERS - Sorcerer version of the popular arcade gaMe. Fast paced. EXCELLENT graphics. Ver, addictive gaAe. 
MUSICAL HORSERACE - AniMated horses race while one-voice Music plops. Quite an attractive betting prograM. 
CONCENTRATION - Hentall, challenging Match gaMe utilizing graphical figures. Up to 4 plapers or against the cOMPuter. 
JAIL BREAKOUT - Keep the bolls bouncing against the brick wall until all bricks are reAoved. SiMilar to TV gOAe. 
CHESS 'BRUCE' - At lost, on original chess prograM for the Sorcerer. It's GOOD, but hasn't pet cOMpeted against others. 
CASS~TTE FILES - Open, close, read and write strings to a buffer. Buffer autoAaticall, loads froR or urites to tope. 
BLACKJACK - Graphical cords, eas, user inputs, and real Las Vegas st,le. 1 to 5 plapers. Verp nice gaHe. 
SPACETREK - Excellentl, controlled screen displa, of all scanners and status. Has sound, SOMe graphics. Hell uritten. 
DATABASE SYSTEM - Add, Create, Delete , Edit, List, Load, Merge, Printer, Quer" Report, Sort, Tabs, Urite, ColuRn TOTAl. 
SCRl~N GENI - Utilit, for inverse video printing. EnhanceMents give effect of print at, and print using control. 
GALAXIANS - Trul, the rival of all arcade gOKeS! Ships peel out of forMation and zip across the screen firing at 'ou. 
MACHINE CODE TUTURIAL - 8 taped lessons teach Machine language, BaSiC, Honitor, ROMPac routines. Interactive exercises. 
JOYSTICKS - Atari jo,stick pair "odified to connect to Sorcerer' parallel port. Includes deRonstration software. 

Your order will be in the return Rail within 3 daps. Software is recorded Qt both 380 and 1280 baud. I gUQrantee AP 
software and have a strong desire to have custoRer satisfaction and OR willing to trp to anSNer an, questions. 

HOWARD ARRINGTON (208) 377-1938 After 6 p.M. 
9522 LINSTOCK Mountain Standard TiMe. 
BOISE, IDAHO 83704 Checks O.K. - No credit cards. 

[ ] MUSIC SYSTEM $40.00 BMUSHEF SORCERER SIZE») 16K 32K 48K 
[ ] PIANO PLAYER $15.00 MF RETURN ADDRESS: 
I: ] FINLANDIA FANTASIA$10.00 F 
I: ] BOOGIE ~ ELEANOR $10.00 F 
I: ] BACH'S GREATEST $10.00 F 
[ ] STING I.lc MAPLE r~AG $10.00 F I: 1 ARTILLERY $10.00 BMG 
[ ] GALAXIANS $19.95 MGSJ [ ] JOYSlICK PAIR $39.95 BHUH (+$5 OVUSEAS POST) 
[ ] SPACE INVADEI~S $17.95 BMGSJ [ ] SUPER-X EDITOR $21.95 MU 
I: ] CHESS 'BRUCE' $17.95 MG I: 1 DATABASE SYS II .$29.95 MU 
I: ] GRAPHICS PACK I $25.95 BMLJ [ ] M.CODE TUTORIAL $25.95 ME 
I: ] GRAPHICS PACK II $25.95 BMU [ ] SCREEN GENIE $14.95 BMU 
I: ] DISASSEMBLER $17.95 MU [ ] CASSETTE FILES $14.95 MU 
[ ] CROSS RE.FERENCE $14.95 MU [ ] SPACETREK 32K $14.95 BGS 
[ ] MUSICAL HORSERACE $10.00 BMGS [ ] BLACKJACK $10.00 BG 
[ ] JAIL BREAKOUT $10.00 MGS [ ] QUBIC $10.00 BG 
I: :I EDITfJl~ FOR BASIC $i.O.OO MU [ ] OTHELLO $10.00 MG 
[ ] (~U I CI< EDIT ~)~i.O.OO MU [ ] CONCENTRATION $10.00 BG 

KEY: B-Boslc H-Machine code U-Utilitv G-GaMe S-Sound J-Jovstick or ke,board H-Hardware E-Education F-Husic File 
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LOW cosr INTERFACE FOR DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS - by Don Ellis 

THE SOFTWARE 

This is the second of a two part article covering an inexpensive Sorcerer to daisy 
wheel printer interface I developed. The first put, found in the last issue, 
covered the hardware requirements. With this issue, I conclude by providing the 
software necessary to complete the package. Figure 1, the hardware diagram, can 
be found in the last issue. Figure 2, below, presents an example of the type of 
graphics output possible with this interface. 

100 
110 
120 
1.30 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
2.30 
240 
250 

CI'RLA E~ 
CI'RLC E~ 
CI'RID E~ 
crRLE ~ 
CI'RUI E~ 
PWSTRB ~ 
CGSTRB ~ 
NCGSTRB ~ 
PFSTRB E~ 
NPFSTRB ~ 
SGIRSTP E~ 
GRAIDR E~ 

OOFl: F5 
00F2: DBFO 
00F4: 2F 
00F5: E60F 
00F7: 20F9 . 
00F9: OEFO 
OOFB: 44 
OOFC: JD69 
OOFE: Fl 
OOFF: C9 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

Filure 2: Exmnple of graphics output. 

Equate Table 

jcx:NfROL A 
jOCNTRa. C 
jcx:NfROL D 
jOCNTRa. E 
jC<NI'ROL H 
j PRINT \\HEEL STRam 
jCARRIAGE STROBE (RIGHI') 
jCARRIAGE STRam (LEFT) 
jPAPER FEED STROBE (UP) 
jPAPER FEED STRrnE (IXlVN) 
j SINGLE OiARACI'ER STEP 

" 
" 

01H 
O.3H 
04H 
05H 
OSH 
08H 
10H 
14H 
20H 
24H 
OOOSH 
OFBF8H jBASE OF STAN)ARD GRAPHICS MFMORY 

Output Subroutine 

PRNT: PUiH AF 
PlVY: IN A, (FO) 

(]>L 
AN) OF 
JR NZ,PlVY 
ID C,FO 
lD B,H 
aJI' (C),L 
PCP AF 
REI' 

j PRINT 0iAR FRCM L & SIRCBE FRCM H 
j IS PRINIER READY ? 

jN:>, LO:P TILL IT IS 
jSET parr .AlDRESS IN C 
jSET SIRCBE VALlE IN B 
jSIN) ALL; .AlDR C, STRCBE B, 0iAR L 

(continued on next page) 
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(DAISY WHEEL GRAPHICS continued) 

0000: F5 
0001: C5 
0002: D5 
0003: E5 
0004: 57 
0005: 0600 
0007: 3EOO 
0009: 80 
OOOA: 280B 
OOOC: 6F 
OOOD: 2610 
OOOF: Q)F100 
0012: 3EOO 
0014: 320800 
0017: 3E20 
0019: 92 
001A: 2005 
001C: ClDFOO 
001F: 1834 
0021: 3EOD 
0023: 92 
0024: 2005 
0026: (])c100 
0029: 182A 
002B: 3E08 
002D: 92 
002E: 2005 
0030: <DC600 
0033: 1820 
0035: 3EOA 
0037: 92 
0038: 2008 
003A: 210820 

003D: Q)FIOO 
0040:5813 
0042: CB7A 
0044: 2014 
0046: 3E20 
0048: 92 
0049: F25500 
004C: (])J)FOO 
004F: 6A 
0050: 2608 
0052: Q)F100 
0055: El 
0056: D1 
0057: C1 
0058: F1 
0059: C9 

Printer Driver Routine, Main Section 

PRNTR: 

LOCI: 

SPOiK: 

CRCHK: 

BSa-IK: 

LFOiK: 

GROiK: 

PTOiK: 

EXIT: 

PUSH AF 
PUSH BC 
PUSH DE 
PUSH HL 
lD D,A 
lD B,OO 
lD A,OO 
ADD A,B 
JR Z,SPOiK 
ID L,A 
ID H,CGSTRB 
CALL PRNT 
ID A,OO 
ID (LOCI +1) ,A 
ID A,20 
SUB D 
JR NZ,CROiK 
CALL ASCII 
JR EXIT 
lD A,OD 
SUB D 
JR NZ,BSCHK 
CALL CR 
JR EXIT 
ID A,08 
SUB D 
JR NZ,LFOiK 
CALL BSPACE 
JR EXIT 
lD A,OA 
SUB D 
JR NZ,GRCHK 
ID HL,2008 

CALL PRNT 
JR EXIT 
BIT 7,D 
JR NZ,GRAPHIC 
lD A,20 
SUB D 
JP P,EXIT 
CALL ASCII 
lD L,D 
In H,PWSTRB 
CALL PRNT 
POP HL 
POP DE 
POP BC 
POP AF 
RET 

;OOT HERE BY CALL FOR PRINTER 
;SAVE ALL REGISTERS 

;GET OiARACfER IN D 

; LOCI +l=MARGIN IN 1/60" lNITS 
LOCI +1 USED CM.Y (NCE 

;IF BYTE 0008H WAS NOr 0, 
; SEND IT wIre PAPER ADVANCE 
;00 IT 
;NON 00 BACK AID 
; ZERO nus BYfE 
; I S IT A SPACE ? 

;NO, SKIP 
;YES, 00 MOVE PRINIHEAD 
;AID RETURN 
;IS IT A CARRIAGE RETURN ? 

;NO, SKIP 
; YES , GO 00 IT 
;AN:> REnJRN 
;IS IT A BACK SPACE ? 

;NO, SKIP 
;YES, 00 00 IT 
;AND RETURN 
;IS IT A LINEFEED ? 

;NO,SKIP 
;SET PFSTRB AND LFSlZE 
;SIZE IS IN BYTE 003BH IN 1/48" 
;00 00 IT 
;AND RETURN 
;IS IT A GRAPHIC? 
;YES, GO 00 IT 
;IS IT PRINTABLE? 

; NO, GET aJI' 
; YES 
;GET CHARACfER 
; SET STROBE FOR PRINT \\HEEL 
;00 00 IT 
; LEAVE , RESTORE ALL REGISTERS 

;RETURN TO CALLER 

(continued on next page) 
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(DAISY WHEEL GRAPHICS continued) 

GIaphic Chuactu Routine ( 1 
005A: IDE 5 GRAPHIC: PUSH IX 
005C: crDAOO CALL GOIAR ;GET SIZE 10 USE 
005F: ID21F8FB ID IXOGRAOOR ; POINT 10 GRAPHIC CHARACTER SET 
0063: 7A ID ~~ 0064: D67F SUB 
0066: 010800 ID . Be,SCHRSTP ;NUMBER OF ADDRESSES PER CHAR 
0069: ID09 FNDCHAR : ADD IX,Be ; CALa.JLA TE START OF CHAR AIDR 
006B: 3D DEC A 
006C: 20FB lA NZ FIDCHAR ;LOOP TILL CHAR FOUND 
006E: 210410 HW004 ;CGSTRB AND CTRID 
0071: CDFI00 CALL P 
0074 : 210524 ID HW405 ; NPFSTRB AND CTRLE 
0077: CDFI00 CALL P 
007A: 160S ID D,OS 
007C: lE08 L007C: ID E,OS 
007E ID7EOO ID A, (IX+OO) • PICKUP BYI'E OF CHARACTER 
0081 CB3F LOOSl: SRL A ~CHECK BIT GlLOFF 
0083 3006 lA NC,L008B ;BIT OFFANoDrn'T PRINT 
0085 212E08 ~S2E · PWSTRB I. I 

008S CDFI00 CALL P ;BIT WAS ~- SO PRINT 
OOSB 210114 LOOSB: ID ~401 ; NCGSTRB CTRLA 
OOSE CDFI00 CALLP 
0091 ID DEC E ;a:x.Nr DCJNN BITS PER BITE 
0092 20B) lA NZ,LOOSI ; LaP TI L BYI'E USB) UP 
0094 210S10 ~OOS · CGSTRB AND crRLH 
0097 CDFI00 CALL P ; BACKUP FOR NEXT RON OF oars 
009A: 210120 ID I-IfiN? 0 0 1 ·PFSTRB AND crRLA 
0090: CDFI00 CALL P ;ADVANCE PAPER FOR NEXT RON 
OOAO: ID23 INC IX ; POINT 10 NEXT BITE OF CHAR 
OOAl : 15 DEC 0 ; CDlNf DOVN BYrES PER CHAR 
00A3: 2007 lA NZ,L007C ; LOOP FOR S BYrES r , 
00A5: 210324 ~403 ;NPFSTRB AND CTRLC 
00A8: CDFI00 CALL P '" , 
OOAB: 210414 ID ~404 ;NCGSTRB AND CTRID 
OOAE: CDFI00 CALL P 
OOBl: IDE 1 POP IX 
00B3: C35500 lP EXIT 
00B6: 00000000 EFS OBH 
OOBA: 00000000 
OOBE: 000000 

Cudale Mcwancnt Subroutines 

OOCl: 010000 CR: ID BCdOOOO ;<Dr A CARRIAGE REnRN 10 SIN> 
00C4: 1803 rn LO C6 
00C6 : 010600 BSPACE: BC,0006 .<Dr A BACK SPAC£ 10 SIN) 

;SIZE IS IN BYTE 00C7H IN 1/60" 
00C9: 2AClOO LOOC6: ID HL, (OHl) 
000:: lD42 SBC HLf&C OOCE: FA5500 IE M IT 
OODI : 22ClOO (rn+l) ,HL 
0004: 3E14 lD A,14 
0006: BO at B 
0007 : 67 lD HA 
0008: 1811 m LOOEB 
000\: 010S00 <D-IAR: BC,0008 'GOI' A GRAPHIC Q-JARAcrER 10 SeD 

;SIZE IS IN BYIE OODBH IN 1/60" 
00[1): 1803 rn LOOE2 
OODF: 010600 ASCII: BC,0006 'GOI' AN ASCI I Q-JARAcrER 10 SeD 

;SIZE IS IN BYIE OOEOH IN 1/60" 
00E2 : 2AClOO LOOE2: lD HL, (OHl) 
00E5: 09 AID HL BC 
00E6: 22ClOO ID (Ci+l),HL 
00E9: 2610 ID H,10 

~~ OOEB: 69 LOOEB: ID L~ 
OOEC: CDFI00 CALLP 
OOEF: C9 RET 
OOFO: 00 NCP 

Don Ell is, Geneva Park, Boulder, 00 80302 
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~XBDV SORCERER USERS 
1- ATTENTION -I 

We have molded and custom engraved key tops for Spellbinder and Exidy's Word 
Processing ROM Pac. 

Spellbinder set consists of the following: 

EJEJrn[±] 
Word processing ROM Pac consists of the following: 

I EXPAND I EJ 
GEJw[±] 

Sets are available in * Red, Blue, Black, Beige and Charcoal, with or without front 
engraving of symbols originally on the top of the key top (no graphic symbols 
replaced). 

Pricing: 

No front engraving 

Spellbinder 

$15.00 

ROM Pac 

$11.00 

With front engraving 25.00 16.00 

Sets shipped UPS COD unless accompanied by check or money order. 
Also available for Spellbinder are the Y and U keytops (exchange basis only), that 

are engraved ENTER and IENHANCEI respectively. (engraving on front face) 
ENHAN . . (1.00 each) 

We also stock keytops for Cherry and Keytronic Corp. keyboards and other video 
data terminals and computers. 

SPELLBINDER KEYTOP SETS 
also available for: 

o SUPERBRAIN 0 TELEVIDEO • ZENITH • GNAT • 

l~fMKC~W fENGRAVEIRSo HNC.I 
2073 Newbridge Road 0 P.O. Box 916 

Bellmore, New York 11 71 0 

(5'116) 781-9859 
}>·I Dealer Inquiries Invited I~ 

* We recommend RED for maximum vis:'Jility. 

121 
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CRYONICS SOCIETY ORGANIZER - BASIC GAME 

1 MY=22:POKE255,MY 
5 FOR G=-512TO-441:READG1:POKEG,G1:NEXT 
9 DATA 0, 0, 0, 24, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 60, 60, 24 
13 DATA 0, 0, 0, 24, 60, 126, 126, 60, 24, 0, 0, 56, 124 
17 DATA 254, 254, 124, 56, 0, 24, 60, 126, 255, 255, 126 
21 DATA 60, 24, 24, 60, 126, 231, 231, 126, 60, 24, 24, 60 
25 DATA 66,195,195,66,60,24,24,36,66,129,129,66,36,24 
29 DATA 231,165,126,126,126,126,126,126 
33 REM GS 1 TO 5 GROWING, 6 TO 8 DYING. 
37 DATA 14, 254, 22, 13, 221, 33, 49, 0, 205, 35, 0, 48, 8 
41 DATA 20, 203, 98, 40, 246, 62, 255, 201, 22, 0, 221 
45 DATA 102, 0, 205, 35, 0, 120, 50, 64, 0, 124, 201, 237 
49 DATA 81, 237, 88, 6, 5, 203, 59, 208, 221, 35, 16, 249 
53 DATA 201, 0, 1, 4, 8, 7, 10, 2, 5, 6, 9, 0, 0, 0, 11,3,0 
57 FOR N=0TO 64 : READ N1:POKEN,N1:NEXT:POKE318,195:POKE320,0 
61 PRINT CHR$(12);"Cryonics Society Organiser" 
65 FOR N=O TO 25:PRINTCHR$(137);:NEXT:PRINT 
69 PRINT:PRINT"(C) REEVES TELECOMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES LTD 1980" 
73 REM Presented free with Sorcerer's Apprentice in order to publ-
77 REM icise RTL'S software services. We sell a number of useful 
81 REM utilities, such as were advertised in the April SA. We also 
85 REM publish software at 50% royalty on low prices. We have some 
89 REM ordinary games, such as Backgammon (4 pounds), and several 
93 REM extraordinary games, such as this one which costs one pound 
97 REM on cassette. Our list is free to UK customers, and is sent 
101 REM free surface mail overseas.Orders are sent airmail overseas 
105 REM at terms printed in April's SA. 
106 : 
107 REM RTL,West Towan House,Porthtowan,Truro,Cornwa1l TR4 8AX, UK 
109 PRINT 
113 PRINT" You are the organiser of a cryonics society. If your" 
117 PRINT"membership rises above"; 
121 PRINTMY;"members,you can offer suspension II 
125 PRINT"services, and your members don't die. ":PRINT 
129 PRINT" People are represented by the following characters:" 
133 PRINT:FOR N=192 TO 199:PRINTCHR$(N);" ";:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT 
137 PRINT"The youngest is on the left, and the one on the right is" 
141 PRINT"dead. Each person has a hidden characteristic. If you hold" 
145 PRINT"down a number key on the pad, you attract people with that n 
149 PRINT"characteristic whilst the key is held down.":PRINT 
153 PRINTn Someone under suspension is a n;CHR$(200) ;n.":PRINT 
154 PRINT" When ybu die, it could be said that the universe is 
155 PRINT"ob1iterated as you can no longer perceive it. Therefore 
156 PRINT"in. this game, it ends when all the people are dead or sus-
157 PRINT"pended. Play for the highest membership.n:PRINT 
158 PRINTn Press any number on the pad to start." 
161 IF INP(0)=255 THEN A=RND(l) :GOTO 161 
165 PRINT CHR$(12) :CLEAR:MY=PEEK(255) :DIM POPULATI0N(100,2) 
169 FOR J=0T063:PRINTCHR$(177) ;:NEXT:PRINT:PRINT CHR$(17); 
173 LL=64:NL=28:ST=-60*LL:SB=-(62-NL)*LL-l 
177 C=ST-1 
181 FOR N=0 TO 100 
185 PO(N,l)=l+INT«ST-SB)*RND(l»+SB:REM l=position 
189 PO(N,0)=192+INT(7*RND(1» :REM 0=age graphic 
193 PO(N,2)=INT(10*RND(1» :REM 2=personality number 
197 POKEPO(N,1),PO(N,0):NEXT 

(continued on next page) 

f • 
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(BASIC GAME continued) 
201 FOR N=0 TO 1~0 
205 IF PO(N,0}>=199 THEN 253 
209 ALLDEAD=0 
213 IF PO(N,l} <STTHEN 237 
217 MX=999:MOVE=INT(MX/2-RND(1}*MX} : POKEPO(N,l} ,32 
221 IF INP(0}=PO(N,2} THEN PO(N,l}=PO(N,l}-ABS(MOVE} :GOTO 229 
225 PO(N,l}=PO(N,l}-MOVE 
229 IF PO(N,l}>SB THEN PO(N,l}=SB 
233 IF PO(N,l}<ST THEN PO(N,1}=C:C=C-1:CF=1 
237 PO(N,0}=PO{N,0)+RND{1) 
241 IF PO(N,0) >=199ANDPO(N,1) <STANDFA=lTHENPO{N,0)=200:GOTO 249 
245 IFPO(N,0»=199ANDPO{N,1)<STTHENM=M-1:MD=MD+1:GOSUB 273 
249 POKE PO{N,1),PO(N,0} :IFCF=lTHENCF=0:GOSUB 269 
253 NEXT N 
257 IF ALLDEAD=l THEN 277 
261 ALLDEAD=l 
265 GOTO 201 
269 M=M+1:IF M>MY THEN FACILITY=l 

123 

273 PRINTnMembership:n;M;nMembers lostn;MD:PRINTCHR$(17);:POKEST-LL*2, 
77:RETURN 
277 REM MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 
281 PRINT CHR$(12) ;nMembership Surveyn 
285 PRINTnCharacteristic No vs normalised quantityn 
289 FOR G=0 TO 100 
293 IF PO(G,l)<ST THEN TEST{PO{G,2)}=TEST{PO{G,2})+1 
297 NEXT 
301 IF M+MD=0 THEN M=l 
305 FOR G=0 TO 9:PRINTG; 
309 FOR G1=0 TO TEST(G)*60/{M+MD) 
313 IF G1>0 THEN PRINT CHR$(177); 
317 NEXTG1:PRINT:NEXT G:PRINT:PRINT 
321 REM POPULATION SURVEY 
325 PRINTnPopu1ation Surveyn 
329 FOR G=0 TO 100 
333 TEST(PO{G,2»=TEST(PO{G,2»+1 
337 NEXT 
341 FORG=0T09:PRINTG; 
345 FOR G1=0 TO TEST{G) *60/101 
349 IF G1>0 THEN PRINT CHR$(177); 
353 NEXTG1:PRINT:NEXT G 
357 GOTO 158 

USING THE MX-80 WITH THE SORCERER - ADDENDUM - by Frank Voss 
In my article in the last issue (Vol. 3, No.5, p.84-85), I omitted to mention that 
the instructions for activating and de- activating the Mx- 80 printer from a BAS IC 
program are for a Sorcerer with 32K RAM installed. The following table gives the 
values to POKE in memory locations for Sorcerers having other amounts of RAM 
installed. 

RAM BASIC statement to ACTIVATE the printer 

8 K 
16 K 
32 K 
48 K 
RAM 

8 K 
16 K 
32 K 
48 K 

------------------------------------------------------
Line# POKE 8144,33: POKE 8145,224: PRINT CHR$.!171 
Line# POKE 16336,33: POKE 16337,224: PRINT CHR~ 17 
Line# POKE 32720,33: POKE 32721,224: PRINT CHR~ 17 
Line# POKE -16432,33: POKE-16431,224: PRINT CHR~ 17 
BASIC statement to DE-ACTIVATE the printer 

Line# 
Line# 
Line# 
Line# 

PRINT CHR$.(19j: POKE 8144,27: POKE 8145,224 
PRINT CHR~(19 : POKE 16336,27: POKE 16337,224 
PRINT CHR~(19 : POKE 32720,27: POKE 32721,224 
PRINT CHR~(19 : POKE-16432,27: POKE -16431,224 
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SORCERER'S APPRENTICE MICRONET MEETING (SAMM) 
by Avtam R. Vener (MicroNET # 70300,252) 

Is anyone out there interested in attending a nationwide meeting of the Sorcerer's 
Apprentice without having to leave your home? 

Thanks to a remarkable program on the MicroNET system, it is now possible for 
MicroNET users to get together via terminal. These electronic meetings can be held 
with other members, even though they are scattered throughout the country. 

The program is the CB Simulator and the name is pretty much self descriptive. It is 
modeled after the 11 meter citizens band radio and allows dozens of users to 
communicate on a real-time basis throughout a 40 channel network. Each line that 
is sent to your screen is preceded by the channel number and handle of the sender. 
You can monitor as many channels as you want. 

You can pick your handle after entering the CB, as well as the initial channel you 
wish to go to. To run the CB from MicroNET: 

OK (MicroNET's prompt) 
R CB <instruction to Run CB) 

First the system asks for your handle, then for your channel selection. For 
informal chitchat, I use the handle RAVEN (Ralph LaFlamme is Inkpot). For a 
formal meeting your real name would be less confusing. 

A typical line would be: 

(28/!nkpot)Raven===>Lets switch to the 
/talK mode 

My response: 
Inkpot===>OK I'm /EXiting to the MPHOST 
now 

The system will insert (l8,RAVEN) when it sends the line out. 

I have seen as many as 47 people on one channel, all talking at once, and in 
general, ignoring the messages that were not directed at them. It was, to say the 
least, confusing. When that many people talk at once the system 'drops' some 
messages for lack of handling capacity. 

A good way to handle large groups on the CB would be to have members type in a 
'?' and then waiting to be recognized. Three or four can be sending simultaneously 
-on this medium with little difficulty. 

The SAMM should be held on a weekend or business holiday to allow coast to coast 
access at a reasonable hour for all. A channel can be selected ahead of time and 
privacy, if desired, can be had by agreeing on a /SCRamble code (e.g. /SCR 
SORCERER). This will prevent other users from observing the meeting. 

Tips, programs, and other information and data can be stored in terminal files for 
later dissemination during the course of the meeting. A chairman or co-ordinator 
can control the general protocol and allow time out for setting up STORE 
comm ands as needed. 

My greatest regret is that by the time this sees print, I will have plunged into the 
heady thrills of college life and probably be unable to take an active hand in 
setting up the first SAMM (that doesn't mean I won't tryll). 

If you want the SAMMs, then leave a message for Ralph LaFlamme on MicroNET at 
#70150,365 or the Sorcerer's Apprentice MiniCBBS at (313) 535-9186 (ring back: let 
it ring once, hang up and diar again). Let's have some ideas and feedback on this. 
If anyone is interested in acting as the cO'-ordinator for these meetings, please let 
him know. It's not going to happen unless you make it happen. 

( 
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RAMBLINGS - by Jack MacGrath 

I'm going to r amble on about a few things that have been of concern to me and 
many other Sorcerer users. We all know about the eRe problems which have driven 
many users to either disk. drives or other systems. The Exidy modification helps 
somewhat, but does not really solve the problem. I have performed this modification 
on 3 machines, and it did not improve them much, if any. The real problem lies 
with the different tape recorders being used. Each requires a different input level. 
I have found that installing a 10k pot.entiometer in place of R23 (a 10k resistor), 
completely cures all eRe problems. 

\ 

Adjusting the control and observing the header tone with a scope, I watch for the 
highest level without distortion. I then mark the setting and leave it there for the 
user's particular recorder. If you decide to perform this modification, I recommend 
leaving R5 alone as this balances the OP-Amp. Also, R6 is 130K, not 270K, as 
stated. 

If you are planning to upgrade your model I to 48K using the piggyback technique, 
be sure to connect PIN 14 of the 7400 Ie to +5 volts and PIN 7 to ground. These 
connections are seldom shown in logic diagrams. I recommend that you solder the 
4116's together directly, piggyback style with PIN 4 bent up so that you can run a 
buss to all PIN 4's. Be sure to align the chips properly, and triple-check all wiring 
before tur ning on· the power I 

I exchange many ideas and information with users from around the world and am 
technically qualified to answer Sorcerer hardware problems. I welcome all 
correspondence from users. 

Jack MacGrath, P.O. Box 5, Billerica, MA 01821 

FOR YOUR 
SORCERER 

Based on Ron Cain's 
small-C, CIBO was written 
by Walt Bilofsky of the 
Software Toolworks. 
Triangle Systems distributes 
CIBO for the Sorcerer with 
an enhanced tutorial 
introduction to CIBO. CIBO 
needs at least 40K of RAM 
.and either Exidy or 
MicropoLis C/PM. 

CIBO gives you the power 
and efficiency of structured 
programming. Programs 
writtm in CIBO run up to 10 
times faster than BASIC and 
require less del:x.lgging. 

$49.00 

CIBO &Apports: 
Character and integer types 
Pointers and arrays 
String constants 
All C math and logic 
Full function recursion 
All C control statements 
I/O redirection 
Standard C I/O library 
Dynamic storage allocation 
C preprocessor statements 

CIBO includes: 
CIBO: compiler and library 
CASM: absolute assembler 
Sample CIBO programs: 
file compression utility 
file comparison utility 
WP Pac file conversion 
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EVALUATIONS - by Emiliano C. De Laurentiis 

The cry of "improve that software" easily emmanates from the lws of most computer 
users, but does anyone know how? Let us evaluate some software, and perhaps, 
obtain some gleam of what should be looked for in software and other computer 
products. 

Entertainment programs may cause users to suffer from "hand-cramp syndrome" and 
"boredom entertainus" as much as other software can. Following IS a review of a 
software package which happily only slightly causes these ailments. 

SORCERER ASTEROIDS from Staley's Sorcerer Software, 3497 School Road, 
Murrysville, PA 15668 - _19.95. 

Here is a fast, machine language program that is visually interesting and which does 
reasonable justice to the ~orcerer's graphic cab apilitie~. The p~rpose of the game is 
to accumulate as many p'Olnts as ,POSSible by destr0YlnK asterol0s, or the fragments 
of exploding asteroids, before being destroyed yoursell. One hundred points are 
allotted for every asteroid destroyed and 500 points for disintigrating a fragment of 
the asteroid. Every so often, a flying saucer will fly across the screen spraying 
laser shots. These may be avoided by maneuvering out of the way, or stopped by 
shooting the s~ucer. No points are given for surviVlng. The game IS over when you 
lose 3 space ships. 

The Basic ROM PAC is required to run the Qrogram, since it uses Basic to disp'lay 
various messages. The motion of objects on the screen is very smooth, of a quality 
comparable to arcade games. The explosions of ships and asteroids are only 
adc;q1J.a!~I. though, and could have been made much more interesting. Check out 
GALAX.IAl~S for an ex ample of what I mean. There is sufficient randomness in the 
game to keep it interesting, but many of the visuals are repetitive. 

Overall" I rate this game as very good, giVin~ many hours of fun (I still enj oy it 
after SIX months and a h~h score of 23,500. Its major fault, which should be 
emphasized, is the kexboard--user interf ace. T e "<" and ">" keys rot ate the craft 
lett or rignt, the "? key moves the craft and the space bar fires the laser shots 
I discovered that this strongly contributes to "hand-cramp syndrome" and is one ol 
the major reasons why I play the game less now. This item is NOT insignificant as 
it also occurs in odier p'roKrams such as word processors! My experiences, and the 
comments of other users, indicate that the best keys to use for left/right movement, 
and other functions, are a combination of the arrow keys on the numeric keypaa 
(which .is beautifully designed) and the space bar. The results are less fatigue and 
a happier user. 

rn- mentzer 
I I: electronics 

590 South Hill Boulevard, Daly City, California 94014 
(415) 584-3402 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPELLBINDER Word Processor 

Now available in the Exidy 77 track 
soft sectored format. 

SPELLCHECK Dictionary progrmn to work with 
SPELLBINDER 

SPECIAL FOR B~ SPELLBINDER and SPELLCHECK ordered 
at th e s mne time. 

CP/M 2.2 with BIOS>ASM file. For use on Exidy with 
Microplis hard sector only. (CP/M is a trade~ark 
of Digital Research) 

Exidy 1.1 Monitor ROMS 

•••••••••••••••••••••• 
MASTER CARD and VISA on orders of _50.00 or more. 

Shipping will be added to all orders. 
California Sales Tax added for CA residents 

_395.00 

_295.00 

_595.00 

_ 45.00 
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DUSTINGS FROM THB LIBRARY - by Robert Hageman, Librarian and Sysop 

For those· of you using Lifeboat CP/M 1.42 or Exidy CP/M 1.42/3 on Micropolis 
drives, I would like to document what is known as your Mode Byte. The mode byte 
is a location holding "flags" for the optional functions. 

These options include: 

1. READ BEFORE WRITE Checks the area of disk to which CP/M is to write a file • 

2. READ AFTER WRITE Checks to be sure file was properly copied to disk. 

3. WRITE PROTECT DETECTION Checks for a write protected disk. 

4. ENABLE INTERRUPTS AFTER DISK ACCESS Allows interrupt driven routines 
AFTER disk access is done. 

5. RUN AUTO AFTER WARM BOOT If there is a program named AUTO.COM, it 
loads and runs automatically after a restart. 

6. RUN, AUTO AFTER COLD BOOT Does the same as when the CP/M system is 
first loaded. NOTE: The program does not have to be AUTO.COM. For 
example, by placing the word BASIC into the SYSGEN image of CP/Mxx.COM, 
BASIC will be auto loaded. For more information on changing this area of the 
CP/M image, see Jon Lindsay's article, "For CP/M: Automatic. Program Execution 
on Start-up", in the January 1981 issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing. 

7. DIAGNOSTIC ERROR MESSAGES Error messages for nonfatal conditions (soft 
errors). Reports ANY problem encountered by CP/M. 

LIFEBOAT EXIDY 
LOCATlOO t.5ER - 1 BIOS + 2 

OPERATICN Bit pOSe Std. Bit pOSe Std. 

Read before write 7 on (1) N/A 
Read after write 6 on 0 on 
Write protect detection 5 off(O) N/A 
Enable interrupts after 4 on N/A 

disk access 
Run AUTO after warm boot: 1 off N/A 
Run AUTO after cold boot: 0 off N/A 
Diagn()stic error N/A 2 off 

mes sages 

The features marked N/A are either nonexsistent on the particular CP/M or not 
optional (they are standard and so not easily removed). Disk access may be speeded 
up at the expense of reliability by turning off the read before and/or after write 
functions. If you have doubts about the performance of your system, you can gain 
more information about it by turning on the diagnostic enor messages. 

Lifeboat's mode byte, at USER minus one, is at 24FFH in the SYSGEN image. 
Exidy's mode byte, at BIOS plus two, is at IF02H in the SYSGEN image. DDT is 
used to change these locations according to the features you desire to have active. 



Members of the SOlCCECE'. AppI:CDtke Uaa'. GI:OUP are entitled to 8 issues of the 
group's newsletter, the SORCBRER'S APPRENTICB; the services of the library; access 
to its on-line CP/M based Computer Bullettin Board Service; other services as they tQ\ 
become avail able. ~ 
MBMBBRSHIP RATES for 1981: USA, Canada at Mexico _12 - bulk postage, _20 -
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SOURCE (TCF656), or MicroNET (70150,365), on Word Processor cassettes or CP 1M 
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or hardcopy. Magnetic media returned upon request. Hardcopy will be returned if 
requested and accompanied by SASE. 
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